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I am always interested in increasing my knowledge on a wide range of subjects. The many college

courses taken many years ago are largely forgotten but I recently discovered the wonderful Quick

Study Academic outlines. I ordered many outline topics and just finished reading the

studentÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s guide to the basic principles of philosophy for introductory courses. I

have had a passion for philosophy all my life having taken numerous courses on the subject.This

four page outline is encased in plastic and briefly covers the following topics: Ethics, Non-normative

ethics, consequential teleological theories, Non-consequential deontological theories, and

metaphysics part 1 and 2, the philosophy of language, epistemology, common sense realism,

traditional analysis justified-true belief, conclusive reasons analyses and causal theories. What I like

about this basic philosophy outline is that it gives a very short summary of essential philosophical

principles and theories. It also provides a wealth of information which is helpful when searching for

more in depth material on this subject.Rating: 5 Stars. Joseph J. Truncale (Author: Zen Poetry

Moments: Haiku and Senryu for special occasions).

Generally an excellent item. However, many students may find that their professors cover the



material very differently than the descriptions on the chart. I think some others agree with me on

this. The chart is intriguing, although perhaps slanted towards ethics and pragmatism. It is more

brilliant than clear, which is the opposite of what I expected. Those who designed the chart clearly

have great knowledge of modern philosophy if we ignore my own work. The interpretation of

Wittgenstein is brilliant, but leaves some things to be desired.

I bought this for my daughter's philosophy classes at college as a quick reference. These study

guides are useful from my experience as a math major.

I have several of these cards on various subjects. I like them because they are durable (10+ years

old, some), can be punched to fit a ring binder, and are great skim-study aids and memory

refreshers.

Fast shipping, good price, just not the best philosophy study guide, as the info is all over the place.

loved it so much I have two so I can hang them up to display both sides.

Insert in Life Skills Counseling Binder -- Prison Ministry

This is exactly what was required for the class. It came packaged very neatly and the product did

not have a scratch on it.
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